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Exhibit 2.3.h.3.a Revised Cooperating Teacher Field Evaluation Forms 

 

BELLARMINE UNIVERSITY 

School of Education Field –Based Experience Evaluation Form I 

Freshmen, Sophomores (UNDG), Module I (MAT) 

 

Field Form I for Freshmen, Sophomores (UNDG), Module I (MAT) 

To the Classroom/Cooperating Teacher:  Thank you for opening your classroom to Bellarmine 

education students.  While in your classroom, the Bellarmine student is expected to be actively 

involved in working with students, assisting you in the classroom, and engaging in 

conversation with you and with your students (when appropriate).  

 

The following are expectations of the Bellarmine student placed in your classroom: 

 Arrive promptly, on designated dates as confirmed with you, the cooperating teacher 

 Check-in at school office 

 Stay for the agreed time period 

 Notify the teacher in advance of absence (unless an extreme emergency) 

 Assist individual students with projects, independent work 

 Work with small groups or individual students (review, make-up tests) 

 Keep the log of hours and have it signed at each visit by the cooperating teacher or principal 

 Have the cooperating teacher complete the evaluation (attached), including verifying the 

number of hours and ratings with his or her signature 

 Spend time primarily working with students and/or assisting you (minimizing time spent 

solely in observation) 

Possible Bellarmine student activities: 

 Listen to student(s) read aloud or tutor student in a content area 

 Assist in helping student with assignments or staying on task 

 Assist teacher with instructional activities/planning/classroom tasks 

 Assisting with teacher duties such as grading papers or evaluating student performance 

Expected Behaviors/Dispositions: 

 Takes initiative to be actively involved and asks questions 

 Maintains enthusiasm with students and staff 

 Is punctual and dependable in attendance  

 Keeps commitments to cooperating teacher 

 Interacts with students in a positive, respectful, and safe manner 

 Dresses and acts professionally, including language 

 Engages cooperatively with faculty and staff (as appropriate) 

Bellarmine students are not expected to: 

 Assume sole responsibility for classroom instruction, field trips, activities 

 Administer discipline outside the purview of the classroom teacher 

 Function as a substitute teacher 

 Receive remuneration of any kind for performing school duties 

*Principals are to determine whether or not an education student should remain 

 in a classroom staffed by a substitute teacher. 
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BELLARMINE UNIVERSITY 

School of Education Field –Based Experience Evaluation Form I 
Freshmen, Sophomores (UNDG), Module I (MAT) 

Bellarmine Teacher Candidate:_____________________ Course:____________ Semester:___________ 
Classroom/Cooperating Teacher name:_________________________ School:______________________           
Grade Level:________ 
 
Teacher Candidate Expected Behaviors/Dispositions (please provide comments in general, as well as for any area 
for growth): 
1) Takes initiative to be actively involved and asks questions 

___Acceptable (Teacher Candidate engages instructionally with students, seeks opportunities to  
                          be helpful to teacher, and shows interest and inquisitiveness about teaching)  
___Area for Growth (If Area for Growth is selected, please explain briefly in the box below) 

Comments: 
 
 

 
2) Maintains enthusiasm with students and staff 
    ___Acceptable (Teacher Candidate displays an affect marked by interactions that can be   
                              characterized as positive, encouraging, optimistic, and patient, with a sincere  
                             orientation toward learning)  
     ___Area for Growth (If Area for Growth is selected, please explain briefly in the box below) 

Comments: 
 
 

 
3) Is punctual and dependable in attendance  
    ___Acceptable (Teacher Candidate establishes the field schedule with the Cooperating Teacher  
                              and adheres to the designated dates, arrival time, and time period for being in  
                              the classroom. Teacher Candidate notifies the teacher in advance of an  
                             absence unless in the case of an extreme emergency) 
    ___Area for Growth (If Area for Growth is selected, please explain briefly in the box below) 

Comments: 
 

 
4) Keeps commitments to cooperating teacher 
___Acceptable (Teacher Candidate meets with the Cooperating Teacher to discuss the field  
                          requirements. Teacher Candidate keeps commitments and fulfills the  
                         expectations of the Field-Based Experience) 
___Area for Growth (If Area for Growth is selected, please explain briefly in the box below) 

Comments: 
 
 

 
5) Interacts with students in a positive, respectful, and safe manner 
___Acceptable (Teacher Candidate demonstrates a positive teacher presence by engaging  
                          students and responding with appropriate feedback within a safe learning  
                          climate) 
___Area for Growth (If Area for Growth is selected, please explain briefly in the box below) 
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Comments: 
 

 
6) Dresses and acts professionally, including language 
___Acceptable (Teacher Candidate consistently dresses and acts in a professional manner,  
                           including the use of appropriate language: uses positive tone, avoids use of  
                           slang, derogatory or demeaning language) 
___Area for Growth (If Area for Growth is selected, please explain briefly in the box below) 

Comments: 
 
 

 
7) Engages cooperatively with faculty and staff (as appropriate) 
___Acceptable (When requested to assist, the Teacher Candidate does so promptly, with  
                          attention to detail and with concern for the quality of the outcome) 
___Area for Growth (If Area for Growth is selected, please explain briefly in the box below) 

Comments: 
 
 

 
8) Overall the candidate’s performance in the classroom was  
___Acceptable (Teacher Candidate consistently meets the above criteria and/or is making 
                          good progress in doing so) 
___Area for Growth (If Area for Growth is selected, please explain briefly in the box below) 

Comments: 
 
 

Overall Comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cooperating Teacher Signature:__________________Candidate: _____________________ 
 
University Instructor Signature: ___________________Total Number of Hours: _________ 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Classroom/Cooperating Teacher, please select one or more of the following racial categories to describe 
yourself:  (These data are required for accreditation purposes.) 

 American Indian or Alaska Native   White 

 Asian   Hispanic 

 Black or African American   Other 

 Latin American  Prefer not to respond 

 Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander  
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BELLARMINE UNIVERSITY 
School of Education Field –Based Experience Evaluation Form II 

Junior, Senior (UNDG), Module II & IV (MAT) 

 

Field Form II Juniors (UNDG) and Modules II & IV (MAT) 

To the Classroom/Cooperating Teacher:  Thank you for opening your classroom to Bellarmine education 

students.  While in your classroom, the Bellarmine student is expected to be actively involved in 

working with students, assisting you in the classroom, and engaging in conversation with you and 

with your students (when appropriate).  

 

The following are expectations of the Bellarmine student placed in your classroom: 

 Arrive promptly, on designated dates as confirmed with you, the cooperating teacher 

 Check-in at school office 

 Stay for the agreed time period 

 Notify the teacher in advance of absence (unless an extreme emergency) 

 Keep the log of hours and have it signed at each visit by the cooperating teacher or principal 

 Have the cooperating teacher complete the evaluation (attached), including verifying the 

number of hours and ratings with his or her signature 

 Spend time primarily working with students and/or assisting you (minimizing time spent solely in 

observation) 

 Teach (and video tape) a lesson in your classroom 

 Confer with the Cooperating Teacher about the design and content of the lesson to be taught in 

your classroom.  

Possible Bellarmine student activities: 

 Assists individual students with projects and work 

 Work with small groups or individual students (review, make-up tests) 

 Grading papers or evaluating student performance 

 Listen to student(s) read aloud or tutor student in content area 

 Assist in helping student with assignments or staying on task 

 Assist teacher with instructional activities/planning/classroom tasks 

Expected Behaviors/Dispositions: 

 Takes initiative to be actively involved and asks questions 

 Maintains enthusiasm with students and staff 

 Is punctual and dependable in attendance  

 Keeps commitments to cooperating teacher 

 Interacts with students in a positive, respectful, and safe manner 

 Dresses and acts professionally, including language 

 Engages cooperatively with faculty and staff (as appropriate) 

 Implements a lesson that corresponds to the plan developed with the Cooperating Teacher 

 Incorporates Kentucky’s Core Content and relevant curricular resources as they relate to the 

candidate’s  lesson plan in collaboration with the Cooperating Teacher 

Bellarmine students are not expected to: 

 Assume sole responsibility for classroom instruction, field trips, activities 

 Administer discipline outside the purview of the classroom teacher 

 Function as a substitute teacher 

 Receive remuneration of any kind for performing school duties 

*Principals are to determine whether or not an education student should remain 

  in a classroom staffed by a substitute teacher. 
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BELLARMINE UNIVERSITY 
School of Education Field –Based Experience Evaluation Form II 

Junior, Senior (UNDG), Module II & IV (MAT) 
 

Bellarmine Teacher Candidate:_____________________ Course:____________ Semester:___________ 
Classroom/Cooperating Teacher name:_________________________ School:______________________ 
Grade Level:________ 
 
Teacher Candidate Expected Behaviors/Dispositions (please provide comments in general, as well as for any 
areas for growth): 

1) Takes initiative to be actively involved and asks questions 
            ___Acceptable (Teacher Candidate engages instructionally with students, seeks opportunities to be 
            helpful to teacher, and shows interest and inquisitiveness about teaching) 
            ___Area for Growth 

            If Area for Growth is selected, please explain briefly in the box below. 

Comments 
 
 

 
2) Maintains enthusiasm with students and staff 

          ___Acceptable (Teacher Candidate displays an affect marked by interactions that can be characterized 
         as positive, encouraging, optimistic, and patient, with a sincere orientation toward learning)  
          ___Area for Growth 
          If Area for Growth is selected, please explain briefly in the box below. 

Comments 
 
 

 

3) Is punctual and dependable in attendance  

___Acceptable (Teacher Candidate establishes the field schedule with the Cooperating Teacher and 

adheres to the designated dates, arrival time, and time period for being in the classroom. Teacher 

Candidate notifies the teacher in advance of an absence unless in the case of an extreme emergency) 

___Area for Growth 

If Area for Growth is selected, please explain briefly in the box below. 

Comments 

 

 

4) Keeps commitments to cooperating teacher 

___Acceptable (Teacher Candidate meets with the Cooperating Teacher to discuss the field requirements. 

Teacher Candidate keeps commitments and fulfills the expectations of the Field-Based Experience) 

___Area for Growth 

If Area for Growth is selected, please explain briefly in the box below. 

Comments 
 
 

 

5) Interacts with students in a positive, respectful, and safe manner 
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___Acceptable (Teacher Candidate demonstrates a positive teacher presence by engaging students and 

responding with appropriate feedback within a safe learning climate) 

___Area for Growth 

If Area for Growth is selected, please explain briefly in the box below. 

Comments 

 

 

6) Dresses and acts professionally, including language 

___Acceptable (Teacher Candidate consistently dresses and acts in a professional manner, including the 

use of appropriate language:  uses positive tone, avoids use of slang, derogatory or demeaning language) 

___Area for Growth 

If Area for Growth is selected, please explain briefly in the box below. 

Comments 
 
 

 

7) Engages cooperatively with faculty and staff (as appropriate) 

___Acceptable (When requested to assist, the teacher candidate does so promptly, with attention to detail 

and with concern for the quality of the outcome) 

___Area for Growth 

If Area for Growth is selected, please explain briefly in the box below. 

Comments 

 

 

8) Confers with the Cooperating Teacher about the design and content of the lesson to be taught in your 

classroom 

___Acceptable  (Teacher Candidate meets in advance  with the Cooperating Teacher to choose a lesson 

topic that fits into the Cooperating Teacher’s established plans)   

___Area for Growth 

If Area for Growth is selected, please explain briefly in the box below. 

Comments 

 

 

9) Incorporates Kentucky’s Core Content and relevant curricular resources in candidate’s lesson plan in 

collaboration with the Cooperating Teacher 

___Acceptable  (Teacher Candidate and Cooperating Teacher jointly determine the Kentucky Core Content 

and lesson objectives specific to the lesson plan)  

___Area for Growth 

If Area for Growth is selected, please explain briefly in the box below. 

Comments 
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10) Implementation of the lesson corresponds to the plan developed with the Cooperating Teacher 

___Acceptable (Teacher Candidate teaches the lesson plan as developed with the  

Cooperating Teacher)  

___Area for Growth 

If Area for Growth is selected, please explain briefly in the box below. 

Comments 
 
 

 

11) Overall the candidate’s performance in the classroom was  
     ___Acceptable (Teacher Candidate consistently meets the above criteria and/or is making  
     good progress in doing so) 
     ___Area for Growth 
    If Area for Growth is selected, please explain briefly in the box below. 

Comments 
 
  

 

Overall Comments: 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Cooperating Teacher Signature:__________________________Teacher Candidate: _________________________ 
 
University Instructor Signature: _______________________________  Total Number of Hours: ______________ 
 

 

Classroom/Cooperating Teacher, please select one or more of the following racial categories to describe 
yourself:  (These data are required for accreditation purposes.) 

 American Indian or Alaska Native   White 

 Asian   Hispanic 

 Black or African American   Other 

 Latin American  Prefer not to respond 

 Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander  

 


